Diachronic Morphology in Cross-Linguistic Perspective

Although morphological change has been much studied, there have been few attempts in recent years to investigate and correlate the findings cross-linguistically from a wide range of languages or to establish from the various results convincing principles of morphological change. Such general principles are needed to provide a framework for current and future research. The purpose of the research described here is to investigate diachronic morphology generally. More specifically, the project seeks to (a) investigate morphological change in a wide variety of languages, (b) identify universal principles of morphological change, and (c) determine what are possible and impossible morphological changes. Among the specific goals are (a) characterization of morphological evolution, including mechanisms of morphological change and sources of new morphological categories, (b) a statement of constraints on morphological change, (c) determination of possible morphological changes, (d) explanation of change, and (e) relation of the resulting view to theories of grammar.

The method used is that developed and used in Harris and Campbell, 1995, *Historical Syntax in Cross-Linguistic Perspective*; this inductive method involves comparison of similar changes in a wide variety of unrelated or distantly related languages with the goal of finding shared characteristics. Among the topics being studied are processes that affect paradigms, processes that change or maintain the order of morphemes, and processes that lead to the creation of “form classes” or “slots.”
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